Your connected business needs a

Smart Control Solution Focused on Security.

Commercial Solutions

TO BE SURE YOU ARE SECURE...

PROTECT
Comprehensive detection and reporting capabilities for intrusion,
medical emergencies, water leaks, high/low temperatures, and more.
Set expected arm/disarm time windows and receive late
opening/early closing notifications.
Automatic arming/disarming based on schedule or occupancy.
Access Control for multiple entry points. Access can be restricted by area, user, and/or
schedule. User credential options include proximity cards/fobs, PIN, or biometrics.

MONITOR
Monitor environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity and receive alerts of unsatisfactory
conditions. A great option for computer server rooms, coolers/freezers, green houses, etc.
Voice alerts provide notification for restricted areas, customer information, shrink
control, door left/held open, etc.
Automatically turn water off and provide notification when a leak is detected.
Outdoor beams and motion sensors can alert you to the arrival of visitors, deliveries, etc.

M1 controls deliver uncompromising security. An advanced microprocessor
provides increased immunity to hacking. Connectivity and communications
are protected by multi-level authentication and superior encryption. M1 goes
beyond security with environmental monitoring and flexible control solutions.

CONTROL
Control lighting to improve safety, save energy, and enhance the ambiance of
your business. Convenient scheduling capabilities and a built-in astronomical
clock provide intelligent lighting control.
Ensure comfort while taking advantage of energy savings with automated
thermostat control.
Automatically control shade/blinds to increase the efficiency of the heating/cooling system.
Virtually any electrical device can be controlled including lights, thermostats, integrated locks, overhead
doors, fans, pumps, irrigation, water valves and more.

CONNECT
Hassle-free remote access with flexible apps and software options for
secure connectivity with popularsmart devices.
Email and text alerts provide system status and event updates such as
arm/disarm events, temperature alerts, system troubles,etc.
M1 keeps you informed.
As a true Cross Platform solution, M1 seamlessly integrates with a variety of
software and hardware platforms for a truly customized user experience.

So much more than
just a security system...
M1 offers the integrated solutions you need
for security, comfort and convenience. A
smart system that enhances safety and
helps you save money while creating the
perfect atmosphere for your business.

POWERFUL. FLEXIBLE. INTELLIGENT.

To discuss a customized solution
for your business, contact your
preferred M1 installer today!

0818

www.elkproducts.com/m1

